
Improved Usability of the 
VIP Laytime Calculator

NEW CAPABILITY ANNOUNCEMENT

The VIP Laytime Calculator has been enhanced to better accommodate the additional 
complexity of multi-cargo portcalls. This improved user experience reduces data entry 
and correction, lessens the time it takes to complete a calculation, and allows for more 
flexibility in what each analyst sees on the screen.

Enhanced Modules

At Veson Nautical, client value is the star that guides all that we do. That’s why we develop 
and release more than 500 new features each year to meet the evolving needs of our vast, 
global client community. Once released, many of these capabilities are automatically added 
to our dynamic, cloud-native platform where they can benefit clients. 

Ask yourself these questions to 
determine how your organization 
will benefit from these additions to 
the Veson IMOS Platform:

Do these enhancements apply to you?

  Do you track multiple cargo handlings at a single port call?

  Do you have overlapping port activities for those cargo handlings?

  Would you like more control over the cargo information visible in the 
Laytime Calculator?

Take advantage of the 
latest platform features.

To learn more about these capabilities  and others, 
 read our latest release notes.
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The Challenges

Must switch between each different po
activities tab to see and enter allocation data per
cargo.

Need to keep port activities in sync with each other 
across multiple tabs for the same portcall; one for 
each cargo handling line.

The Features & Benefits

Option to consolidate to a single tab per port call.

All allocation data now available in the Cargo Handling grid 
in one place.

3Calculation report is too long and confusing to be
shared with counterparties.

A much more concise report is now available, aggregated 
per port call.

https://vesonjira.atlassian.net/servicedesk/customer/portal/3/article/67502547

